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Using leading technology and our newest machine, SAIAN Mini Cavi Pro - ultrasonic cavitation, fat
cells convert into liquid which then naturally can drain through the body's natural filtration system.
This machine is ideal for use on the thighs, abdomen, love handles and buttocks. Generally, this
treatment takes about 30 minutes to one hour, and 72 hours must pass between each treatment so
that the body can eliminate the fat. We suggest at least 10-12 treatments for best results.
This ergonomic wireless handset is used in combination with Saian Bio-Contour Cellulite Slimming
Gel, and will become your favorite tool!
The handset emits a low level of ultrasonic waves composed of the compression and expansion
impulses traveling in high speed cycles. Ultrasound frequencies causing thousands of microscopic
air bubbles to surround the lipocytes/fat cell membranes and through vibrations, creating bubbles
with enough pressure to cause the breakdown of fat cells immediately. The content of the digested
lipocytes then move through the lymphatic system to the liver and metabolizes in a safe manner
and is excreted from the body, assisted by water intake both on the day of treatment and on
subsequent days. The treatment works best at removing superficial fat deposits and fat deposits
that are non-volumetric - you will absolutely love the result!
SAIAN Bio Contour Slimming Cellulite Gel is water-based and fragrance free, and is perfect to use
with radio frequency equipment, cavitation machine, microcurrent, galvanic, and ultrasonic. It is
also ideal for body wraps, thigh and abdomen wraps and arm wraps. This gel’s revitalizing
properties make it an obvious choice when it comes to natural slimming therapy.
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Drybrushes
Bio Contour Cellulite Slimming Gel
Mini Cavi Pro machine
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1. Perform dry brushing on the area where the treatment will be done
2. Use the SAIAN Mini Cavi Pro machine with RED photon light and ultrasonic cavitation,
level HIGH
3. Apply SAIAN Bio Contour Cellulite Slimming Gel to the machine head and to the area
you will be working on.
4. Massage the area with circular motions towards the lymphatic drainage flow. 5 minutes per
area. Massage remaining product into the skin with your hands.
5. Inform the patient to drink plenty of water in the coming days. 1 liter of water / 30 kg.

